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1. Context of the Theorist and Theatre Theory

i. Pina Bausch and her theatre theories

Pina Bausch is a choreographer and dancer who has influenced the field of modem dance 

from 1970, by using unique blends of movement, sound, sets and artistic intentions. At an 

early age, she worked with teachers a choreographer at the Folkwang school in Essen, such as 

the expressionist choreographer Kurt Joos, who believed in the fusion of classical ballet and 

theatre 1, and who was an important influence on her work. 

ln 1973, Bausch founded the Tanztheater Wuppertal, wruch helped revive modem dance in 

postwar Germany. This Tanztheater looked to everyday movements expressed by personal 

experiences, combining dance and theatrical methods of stage performance.2 Even though 

this fonn of expressive dance gained popularity around the 1920's, German dance became 

isolated due to the rise of the Nazis and the war.3 It was not until the 1970's that the term 

'Tanztheater' or 'dance theatre' began to be used to distinguish the work of choreographers, 

such as Pina Bausch. The success of Bausch's Tanztheater resulted in the worldwide 

development of dance theatre. 

ii. Chosen aspects of the Theatre Theory

Pina Bausch's methods started to change while choreographing a version of Shakespeare's 

Macbeth ( 1978).4 During the process, Bausch grasped the poetic, dream-like aspects of her 

theatre. In part, due to a lack of time and issues with a more traditionally-minded dance 

group, Bausch began to use her dancer's emotions and experiences as starting points for her 

choreography, and later saying: "I don't know where the beginning or the end is. You have 

to digest. I don't know what will come out."5

1 Presidential Lectures
2 Prelectur.Stanford.Edu
3 Presidential Lectures
4 Biography - Pina Bausch Foundation
5 Nytimes.Com
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One of Bausch's most overarching intentions established in all her works is the importance of 

devising - the process of creating itself. By 'pushing back the psychological limits of her 

dancers'6, especially by using their anxieties, Bausch gives them a sense of ownership.7 One 

of her dancers said: "Pina was like finding a language, finally. Before, I didn't know how to 

talk. And then she suddenly gave me a way to express myself. A vocabulary."8 Bausch 

believed that Tanztheater allowed for her dancers to discover each other and themselves, 

demonstrating the mental and physical powers of dance. "(I'm) not interested in how people 

move but in what moves them."9 This would help her explore the themes of violence, gender 

identity, relationships, insecurity and more. Her work consists of various variations, 

distortions and illusions, as well as sharp compositional and emotional reversals which 

explore the expressive possibilities of the human body. 10 

Repetition is also an important structuring device, as it is used as a means of alienation - stop 

and starting actions. This ritualistic feel of movement, such as pulling and pushing, acts as a 

way of demonstrating repulsion or attraction in relationships, as well as the constant feeling 

of control. Bausch once stated: "Repetition is not repetition. The same action makes you feel 

something completely different by the end." 11 Cafe Muller (1978), for example, bases itself 

on the push-pull interactions between characters to depict the expectations established in 

relationships. Male and female leads act as lovers, shifting from holding tightly to each other 

to seperation, then to violent collisions. Rite of Spring also creates a clear divide between 

genders, not only through costumes but also in body language. 12 

Not only is choreography key to Tanztheater, but stage, sets, space, time, music, speech and 

costumes are all integral components. These help to communicate messages that movements 

or words alone could not.13 Her sets have become legendary, transforming the surface of the 

performance space with natural elements (such as dirt in Le Sacre du Printemps, mud in 

6 Fifty Key Theatre Directors, pp. 173-177.
7 lb.id. 
8 NPR Choice Page
9 Nytimes.Com
1° Fifty Key Theatre Directors, pp. 173-177.
11 Nytirnes.Com 
12 Eportfolios.Macaulay.Cuny.Edu 
13 Presidential Lectw-es
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Vikor, and dry leaves in Blaubart)'4. Additionally, the use of objects in her pieces (such as 

chairs and tables in Cafe Muller) create obstacles and expose the dancers to physical danger. 15 

Emma Ba1TOwman, Canadian artist who joined Tanztheater Wuppertal in 2015, noted: "I 

came to realize that it's part of the piece to see people struggling with these elements. You're 

not supposed to dance perfectly on top of them. They're there to disrupt you." 16 

Bausch's unique perspective on the costume design of her performers presents them as 

normal people, and portrays the interaction between gender roles. An example of such is the 

glamorous evening wear, used as a demonstration of beauty and desire: how clothing is used 

to hide or reveal themselves accordingly on stage.17 Her earlier work mostly consisted of

men dressing as women, as a means of challenging these gender roles. In addition, each 

piece of clothing would allow for the freedom of movement: "translucent fabric with etched 

out pattems" 18 (costume designer Marion Cito). 

Finally, speech and interaction with the audience is another key aspect in Tanztheater. 

This is done with cabaret chatter, random lines or fragments of the performers' personal 

stories. These are usually spoken impersonally, in counterpoint with the movement's 

phrases. Bausch believed that this engaged the spectators directly into the choreographic 

process of her pieces. An example of such is The Window Cleaner ( 1997), where the dancers 

spoke to the audience from the edge of the stage to stress the importance of such engagement. 
19 

14 Fifty Key Theatre Directors, pp. 173-177.
15 fbid.
16 Flash Art
17 Pina Bausch Costumes
18 Ibid.
19 Fifiy Key Theatre Directors, pp. 173-177.
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2. How Pina Bausch's theory influenced the development of my intentions

I found Pina Bausch's intentions and techniques extremely interesting from the moment I 

learnt about her. As a musical theater performer and dancer myself, I fell in love with her 

unique blend of dance and theatre. The emphasis in her dancers personal experiences 

specifically stook out to me, influencing me to practice improvising dance through my 

emotions and anxieties. From this, in order to demonstrate Pina Bausch's techniques, I 

decided to take a stmggle in my life through a piece of dance theatre: taking my personal 

experience of Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD). I decided to portray the psychological and 

physical struggles of the disorder, specifically in an exam room setting. Pina Bausch's theory 

influenced the development of my intention of order within the chaos, and how I use art to 

help me focus. 

Attention Deficit Disorder, also known as ADD, is a neurological disorder which causes a 

range of behavioural symptoms such as attention difficulty, difficulty focusing and 

impulsivity.20 Specifically while studying or during a test, I find myself unconcentrated and 

anxious. Sounds distract me from work, making it harder to read and understand the work at 

hand. By using Bausch's intention of repetition in movement and everyday body language, 

such as heavy breathing, fidgeting and sudden movements, I will be able to express these 

symptoms as well as the mental alienation that comes from them. Tied together with the 

production elements (props, set, music and lights), I believe that the piece will express this 

message, raising awareness of the difficulties which many students struggle with on a daily 

basis. 

I chose to set the piece m an exam room, taking my International Baccalaureate 

January-Febrnary mock exams as an example. Objects would include a past exam paper and 

a pen, following the IB rules. There would be three chairs facing various directions, a table 

in front of one of them. The cluster of the environment depicts my sense of disorganisation, 

20
Nbs.Uk 
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within what is normally a structured setting, and how I need to create my own sense of order 

and calm (Image 1). By the end of the piece, all the chairs except one are placed in a 

horizontal line (2:40), with the chairs being moved throughout the piece (1 :28, 1 :50, 2:40). I 

wanted this to represent things coming back together, but not completely: nothing is perfect 

(Image 2). Bausch uses chairs as obstacles, symbolising danger. As another choreographer 

has noted, "I can't see a chair on stage anymore without thinking of how Pina used chairs."21 

I believed that this intention would fit extremely well with the exam setting of my piece. 

Image 1 - Beginning set11 Image 2 - End set13 

I chose the instrumental version of the song 'Run Boy Run' by Woodkid24, because of the 

repetition of beats and continuous changes in tempo. This will be the starting point of 

choreographing, using the beats as a way of moving around the stage to depict constant 

distractions and moments of pauses. I edited the song using Audacity25, as I could repeat 

sections of the song and move them to where I wanted them to be. Not only would this make 

the song longer (0:28-1 :05), but would also establish the build up I am looking for throughout 

the dance. I usually feel quite normal and concentrated at the beginning and end of the exam: 

however as time goes on, the stress and lack of attentiveness start to kick in. Therefore, body 

language near the middle of the piece is quite intense and powerful (1:14-2:55). Finally, 

Bausch's use of text to interact with the audience has been portrayed by the recordings 

throughout the piece. To represent the exam setting as realistically as possible, I decided to 

21 Evening Standard
22 Screenshot - real Solo Piece perfo1mance 
23 Ibid.
24 Youtube
25 Downloadable editing software - Audacity
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record my own voice speaking phrases on top of the music using a digital recorder (0:46, 

3:00, 4:28). 

As for costume design, I wanted to embellish Bausch's use of flowy dresses into the piece. 

This is because I wanted the repetition of the turns to be emphasised by the movement of the 

outfit, symbolising the constant psychological turmoil. Additionally, this would also allow 

me to move freely around the stage, juxtaposing the freedom of the clothing with the rigidity 

of the set and props. 

3. Evaluation of Performance

i. Fulfilling my intentions

In general, I feel like I have been able to successfully portray my intentions throughout the 

performance. I felt connected to my emotions and memories, and I was confident with the 

delivery of the piece. Performing through dance allowed me to use my own personal 

experience, while telling the story of something I know a lot about. This made the audience 

connect more with the message of the piece, much like Pina Bausch's work. All in all, I 

believe that my intentions closely followed Bausch's technique: that Tanztheater allowed for 

her dancers to discover themselves as well as each other, demonstrating the mental and 

physical powers of dance. "I love my dancers. They are beautiful. And I am trying to show 

how beautiful their insides are."26 

The process of performing a song with the intention of hitting every beat was more difficult 

than I had anticipated. There were many obstacles that I came across, and although expected, 

I found that they were harder to overcome than I had imagined. For example, moving the 

scattered chairs was challenging to do on beat, especially as they were heavy. Timing links 

to repetition, and is extremely important when it comes to accuracy, making the piece more 

sharp. Therefore, to portray a clean performance farther emphasising Bausch's accuracy in 

movement, this could have been improved. 

26 Pinabauscb.Org
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ii. Evaluation on the piece including audience feedback

All quotes in this section are taken from a feedback survey sent to JO audience members (mostly 

students of my age). 

I originally aimed for the piece to exclusively be set during the exam, however through 

rehearsing I found that silence at the start and end would allow for the piece to feel more 

realistic and show the character's emotion during the entrance (0:09-0:24) and exit (4:51), 

which aided in my immersion within the piece. Even though the key message of the piece is 

the psychological struggles of Attention Deficit Disorder, I wanted to emphasise its 

spontaneity due to environment changes and stress. In terms of fulfilling my intentions, 

audience members reported that I succeeded in creating a realistic performance which trnly 

depicted the struggles of ADD. An audience member stated that "choosing exams, 

something that is of anxiety to everyone and illustrate to those of us who don 't really know 

much about it, depicted how much worse it can be and how stressful that is". By correlating 

with the feeling of being in an exam ball in real life and giving a physical representation of 

these anxieties allowed the audience to be drawn into the piece, and explore what the 

character was feeling. Additionally, the exit of the character and "the facial expressions in 

the final movement when the chairs were all(/) could look at" (4:59-5:03), symbolised the 

order within a chaotic moment and how nothing is completely perfect. One of Pina Bausch's 

main intentions was to 'push back the psychological limits of her dancers': this piece forced 

me as the performer to "be more vulnerable and expose (myself) through dance/art". I was 

successfully able to interpret my own experience and creatively piece together a dance that 

meant a lot to me. 

By having the repetitive, powerful tempo of the music work in tandem with the 

repetitiveness of my movements, I believe that I was able to fulfill Pina Bausch's intention 

of demonstrating the feeling of physical and psychological alienation. Not only did the 

voiceovers add an authentic realism of being in an exam, but helped the audience 

"understand the spatio-temporaire [sic] situation of the piece, making it more relatable to the 

younger audience". The repetitive nature of the music allowed for the audience to anticipate 

the movements and the crescendo of the piece, which made it more powerful. Hence, the 

voice recordings were a success in aiding the juxtaposition within the piece: something very 
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fom1al and regimented, in contrast to the wholly organic music. They were also successful 

when playing with the realism of the piece, interacting to the audience what is happening. 

Furthermore, my chosen intention of Bausch's use of props, specifically chairs, gave a 

unique meaning to the piece. The chairs, reminiscent of Cafe Muller, were meant to 

demonstrate how jarring ADD can be when being distracted by small details, and how we 

recenter from them. I am truly struck by what an audience member stated: "to me they were 

interpreted as the pillars of the mind", which I believe is a brilliant way of describing the 

visualisation of the character's inner turmoil during the piece. The constant moving towards 

and away from the chairs was like the character "mentally leaving the exam room'', as the 

ADD takes over showing the inner battle fighting through it. Moreover, the realigning of the 

chairs had the purpose of visually representing things coming together and aspects being 

orderly in the brain again, as if I was refocusing on the exam and re-concentrating. This is 

also represented by the character's concentration on the single piece of paper, near the end of 

the piece (3 :31-4:29). 

Finally, choosing to wear the skirt was effective in not only making the dance look "flowy 

and grand", but also fitting with Pina Bausch's intention of costume design: "each costume 

must allow for the freedom of movement required for the performance"27. I did receive 

feedback about lighting, but as this does not link to my theorist I did not include this in the 

report. 

27 
Pina Bausch Costumes 
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